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1. Abstract

Images reconstructed in positron emission tomography(PET) depends on determining the

position of a gamma on a scintillator array from the body of interest. For this project a

highly pixelated scintillator array is coupled to a significantly less pixelated photodetector

array (SiPM) via a light guide that spreads that spreads a shower of scintillation photons over

the latter. Most commonly, Centre-of-Gravity algorithms are used to estimate the position

of the initial photon on the scintillator based off the distributed readout from the SiPM.

Under this study the different variations of the centre of gravity algorithm discussed are the

standard centre of gravity algorithm, the intensity-weighted centre of gravity algorithm, and

the iterative-weighted centre of gravity algorithm.

Success is determined by comparison of flood histograms and the ability to render

scintillator crystal centres based off of information from a silicon photomultiplier array.

Further evaluations are to be made by comparison of different powers of the weight in the

intensity-weighted centre of gravity, and of multiples of the Gaussian width in the iterative

centre of gravity.

Based on the data evaluated in this project it is difficult to say whether the intensity

weighted and iterative position weighted centre of gravity models are able to present a

significant improvement to the standard centre of gravity based on evaluation of the flood

histograms alone. For the intensity weighted centre of gravity, a weight power of 1.2 is found

to be optimal. No significant difference for the gaussian width in the iterative weighted

centre of gravity is found.
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2. Introduction

The purpose of this project is to evaluate existing position determining algorithms used in

Positron Emission Tomography (PET) as applied to Gadolinium Aluminium Gallium Garnet

(GAGG) based gamma ray detectors suitable for Positron Emission Tomography (PET)

and Single Photon Emission Tomography (SPECT) applications. PET scans are widely

depended on for imaging, especially in the medical field. With the use of radioactive source,

or tracer, PET can be used to detect the location and form of abnormalities by detecting

higher metabolic rates. Many of these structures of interest are in sensitive physiological

structures or minute in size thus the resolution of the images created is crucial. PET is

a gamma imaging technique that estimates the position of two sister gamma ray on a

scintillator array to be able to reconstruct the origin of the initial positron emitting isotope.

Typically a highly pixelated scintillator array is coupled by a light guide to a significantly

less pixelated silicon photomultiplier array(SiPM). The initial photon interacts in light guide

causing a shower of scintillation photons detected by the SiPM.

Different algorithms, most commonly the Centre-of-Gravity model, are used to estimate

the position of the initial photon on the scintillator based off the distributed readout from

the SiPM, depending on the detector type.

In this study, the detectors used in PET imaging are simulated by two PET block

detectors consisting of a 37× 37 pixelated LYSO:Ce (Lutetium Yttrium Orthosilicate doped

with Cerium) scintillator array coupled to a 8× 8 ARRAYJ6003564 photodetector array via

an acrylic light guide of thickness 2.5 mm.

Therefore, different variations of the centre of gravity model are discussed to understand

which is best suited for this case. The models of interest are the standard centre of gravity

model, the intensity-weighted centre of gravity model, and the iterative-weighted centre of

gravity model.

Success is determined by comparison of flood histograms and the ability to recreate

scintillator crystal centres based off of information from a silicon photomultiplier array.

Further evaluations are to be made by comparison of different powers of the weight in the

intensity-weighted centre of gravity, and of multiples of the Gaussian width in the iterative
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6 CHAPTER 2. INTRODUCTION

centre of gravity.

2.1 Principles of Position Emission Tomography

Position Emission Tomography (PET) is a gamma imaging techniques that maps the position

of two sister gamma rays to further be able to locate the origin of the initial positron emitting

isotope. It’s ability to reconstruct high quality images depends on the systems ability to

identify the crystal of interaction with a 511 keV annihilation photon. The measured back

to back photons are the result of positron emission from a source annihilating an electron

in the medium. In medical applications, the source is a radionuclide is incorporated into a

radiotracer molecule that interacts with a particular tissue. The applications of PET scans

are numerous, especially in the health field as it can use radiation to show physiological

activity on a cellular level. As a result the optimization of data acquisition and image

reconstruction into PET images is important.

However currently applied reconstructive algorithms in PET result in images that have

significantly lower resolution than other imaging techniques such as MRI(Magnetic Res-

onance Imaging) or CT(Computed Tomography). This is due to a few key issues such

as attenuation, positron range, and non-collinearity, that occur before the photons reach

the detectors, and cannot be resolved by reducing the detector configuration. There are

further practical limitations to detector design itself with respect to how small detector

elements can be made without creating too much dead space between crystals. As a result

different algorithms have been implemented to compensate for or reduce the distortion of

reconstructed images by these effects.

In PET scans, a photon will hit an element of interest on a scintillator, and the resulting

optical light shower will be detected by photodetector.

There are characteristics of scintillation that influence PET photon detection that must

be appropriately maximized. The four main properties are i) stopping power, ii) decay

constant, iii) energy resolution/ light output. These properties can be maximized by the

material of scintillator used.

Ultimately, the resolution of PET images is limited by non-collinearity, attenuation, and

positron range. These limitations cannot be addressed effectively through the design of the

PET detectors and must instead be corrected by the reconstruction stage. The positioning
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Figure 2.1: General schematic of a block detector with finely segmented scintillator crystals
read out by four photo-multiplier tubes

algorithms will not extend far enough to address these problems, however they should be

understood and kept in mind as the ultimate application of these positioning algorithms is

imaging in complex systems.

A brief summary of some of the main physical limitation of PET:

Positron Range

The main goal of PET imaging is to accurately image the location of the positron emitting

source, but this is difficult to achieve because the positron range introduces uncertainty in

the position of the positron emitter resulting in blurring of the constructed images. Due to

high electron density of most media and low energy properties of typical positron emitting

isotopes, typical positron range is not long enough to reach a detector before annihilation.

Instead, the back to back photons produced in the annihilation, which has significantly

longer range, a detected instead. As a result the images are reconstructed to the location

of the annihilation instead of the actually emitting source, the distance between the two

is known as the positron range. The uncertainty in the positron range introduces further

uncertainty in the source position, preventing high resolution images, and dependable images

Non-Collinearity

In order to reconstruct an event position, PET needs a line of response between two detectors.

Non-collinearity causes incorrect lines of response which can result in an uncertainty greater

than that caused by positron range. In an ideal case, annihilated photons will travel in

absolute opposite direction resulting in measurable back to back pairs. However, before

annihilation it is possible that the reactants will not be fully at rest, and will therefore
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Figure 2.2: The finite positron range and the non-collinearity of the annihilation photons
gives rise to an inherent positional inaccuracy not present in the SPECT. However other
characteristics of PET more than offset this disadvantage.

have to add the directional energy to the resulting 180 to conserve momentum. Hence

non-collinearity decreases the accuracy in the location of the annihilation which further

degrades image quality.

Figure 2.3: Non-collinearity in annihilation triggering incorrect line of response.

2.2 Flood Histograms

Flood histograms are two-dimensional probabilistic histograms that segment the detector

data with respect to the response of each individual crystal in the scintillator array with

interacting 511 keV photons. Flood histograms are generated by position determining

algorithms on data from the data acquisition system. Since the resolution of the final

PET image relies on being able to correctly determine the scintillator crystal of interaction

for a annihilation photon, the aim of this project is to select and optimize best position

reconstruction algorithm and flood histograms will be used to evaluate how well position
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crystal elements from the scintillator can be reconstructed.

Figure 2.4: Ideal Flood Histogram

Thus, for the purpose of this project, flood histograms will illustrate the determined

position of the photon interaction. The aim of this project is to be able to use positioning

algorithms to generate representation of the the centre of the scintillator crystals, such that

the resulting flood histograms is similar to Figure 2.4. When the analysis is able to resolve

individual scintillator crystals accurately, it can be used to image higher resolution.

A variety of different flood histogram development algorithms exist, of which the centre

of gravity and Gaussian mixture models are of interest.

2.3 Position Determining Algorithms

The main problem that the following algorithms address is locating the position of the

scintillator pixel that causes the optical photon shower detected by the photodetector array

2.3.1 Position Weighted Centre-of-Gravity Algorithm

The position weighted centre-of-gravity algorithm is perhaps the most straightforward event

positioning algorithm. An array of silicon photomultipliers is connected to a scintillator

and the fraction of photons detected at each PMT is weighted to determine the pixel of

the initial interaction. In PET detectors, the algorithm calculates the scintillation positions

as a sum of SiPM coordinates weighted and normalised by the output. Further weight is

given to pixels exposed to more light, hence closer to the crystal source. A typical weighted

algorithm is based on the following equation for regularly spaced array of SiPMs.

x =
Σm

i=1Σn
j=1Pn,j × j

Σm
i=1Σn

j=1Pi,j
(2.1)
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y =
Σm

i=1Σn
j=1Pn,j × i

Σm
i=1Σn

j=1Pi,j
(2.2)

Where the calculated x and y are the event position ,Pi,j is the signal amplitude for the

SiPM, and i and j represent the row and column of the array respectively.

In modern interpretations the approach is no longer dominant on the centre-of-gravity

algorithm as detector noise and asymmetry in light distribution will distort the resulting

flood images and propagating poor resolution into the images produced.

Different groups have formed a comparative study between this standard position

weighted centre-of-gravity algorithm and both the intensity-weighted and the iterative

position-weighted method which will be elaborated on. In a study by Liu et. al. , the

standard model was outperformed by both in quality of flood histograms, crystal resolvability

index and geometrical distortion. Quality of flood histograms are important because they

are two dimensional probabilistic maps used to determine the crystal of photon interaction

and hence, for detector characterization. Similarly the crystal resolvability index is key to

being able to determine the crystal of photon interaction.

Intensity Weighted Centre of Gravity

It differs from the standard position weighted centre of gravity algorithm only by an

additional weighting factor w(i,j) intended to improve position determination of a multi-

anode photodetector.

x =
Σm

i=1Σn
j=1w(i, j)× Pn,j × j

Σm
i=1Σn

j=1w(i, j)i,j
(2.3)

y =
Σm

i=1Σn
j=1w(i, j)× Pn,j × i

Σm
i=1Σn

j=1w(i, j)× Pi,j
(2.4)

By amplifying the signal by a weight factor will result in a higher signal to noise ratio

and thus giving weight to signal that are less noisy. Where the weight factor is defined as

the amplitude of the signal, w(i, j) = Pi,j .
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Iterative Position-Weighted Centre of Gravity

In the iterative position-weighted centre of gravity, photodetector signals are weighted with

respect to their distance from the calculated scintillation location. This method essentially

fits the Gaussian instantaneously by combing the Gaussian spread and the weights of the

intensity function The process iterates whenever a new position is calculated and the weight

factor changes. The iterative position-weighted method is superior because it has been

shown to result in better resolved crystal separation as it considers the distance between

the event location and scintillation, unlike the standard model. Though the computational

load of this algorithm is relatively higher than others, it does not require an initial training

set. Again it has the same form as the intensity weighted centre of gravity model, but the

weight factor is different.

x =
Σm

i=1Σn
j=1w(i, j)× Pn,j × j

Σm
i=1Σn

j=1w(i, j)× Pi,j
(2.5)

y =
Σm

i=1Σn
j=1w(i, j)× Pn,j × i

Σm
i=1Σn

j=1w(i, j)× Pi,j
(2.6)

Where the weighting factor is now, xold and yold represent values calculated from

equations (1.1) and (1.2).

w(i, j) = e− (j−xold)2+(i−yold)2

sσ2 (2.7)

Gaussian Mixture Models

Gaussian mixture models are an extension of the K-means model in which Gaussian

distributions are assumed to model the clusters, considering covariance in addition to the

mean. The K-means model is an iterative algorithm that intends to separate a data set into

subgroups that do not overlap. Clustering is an unsupervised machine learning algorithm

to group data based on undetermined characteristics within data sets. In the case of PET

imaging, it is a summed probability density function of Gaussian distributions, where each

Gaussian represents a crystal response creating a flood histogram of k crystal responses.

The general form of a Gaussian density function is:

N(x|µ,Σ) = 1
(2π)D/2|Σ|1/2 exp

(
−1

2(x− µ)T Σ−1(x− µ)
)

(2.8)
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Where the maximum estimates are defined as mean and covariance respectively,

µ = 1
m

Σix
(i) (2.9)

Σ = 1
m

Σi(x(i) − µ)T (x(i) − µ) (2.10)

Essentially a Gaussian mixture models applies an expectation maximization algorithm

to fit a group of Gaussian distributions. Though this algorithm is advantageous because it

is the fastest for learning mixture models, for large data sets issues arise in the covariance

estimation and without user input the algorithm will tend to diverge and assume infinite

likelihood for solutions.

This algorithm is used to locate the pixel location of the initial photon hitting a scintillator

before causing a shower of measurable scintillation photons.

The expectation maximum algorithm is an iterative process that estimates latent param-

eters for our assumed Gaussian data set, mean and covariance. Since the current apparatus

set up is unable to determine the source of the photon shower, this algorithm is needed to

infer backwards.

From literature, the Gaussian mixture model and the Iterative Position-Weighted Centre

of Gravity are expected to create flood histograms from which one could resolve the individual

scintillator crystal array.



3. Experimental Methods and Setup

3.1 Experimental Design

Two PET block detectors working in coincidence are used to replicate high resolution

detectors used in PET imaging. Each block detector consists of a scintillator array coupled

to a silicon photomultiplier array.

The scintillator array is 37 x 37 GAGG: Gadolinium Aluminium Gallium Garnet doped

with Ce scintillator array, with elements each 1.27x1.27 in size. Some area is lost to the

inter-crystal array space.

The silicon photomultiplier array is a ARRAYJ6003564P, an 8 x 8 array with a pixel size

of 6.13 x 6.13 mm2, and a distance of 0.2mm between each pixel. Note that the distance

between each pixel is inactive, no data can be collected from it. An acrylic light guide of

thickness 5.5 mm is placed between the sensor and scintillator-crystal array for uniform light

distribution and efficient transmission of visible photons emitted within the scintillator.

Furthermore, the light guide is designed with slanted edges such that its’ surface is the

same dimensions as the scintillator and photodetector on each side respectively. Information

from the data acquisition system will correspond to the size of the silicon photomultiplier

array, without further analysis the location of the photon interaction can only be known to

the larger parameters of the photomultiplier array.

The setup begins with a radioactive source and a single detector attached to the data

acquisition system, as the purpose is not to image but to just determine position of the

gamma ray interaction on a single array. For this case, data will be collected for whole rows

and whole columns as opposed to each array element on the photomultiplier array.

Briefly, the data acquisition system for the project is the SIS3316 16 Channel VME

Digitizer Family, of particular interest because it is able to read out in parallel to acquisition

ensuring minimal data loss. The bank swap allows it to process and analyse whether data

passing the set threshold is relevant and saving it to memory, and still collect incoming

data. The dead time of the DAQ, during which it is insensitive to incoming information,

comes from the bank swap and event active time where atleast one channel is busy to save

an event. Since each DAQ card has 16 input channels, each corresponding to a row and

13
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(a) Individual components of a block detector

(b) 2. Schematic representation of two block detec-
tors facing each other. XY plane is chosen parallel
to the detector surface.

Figure 3.1

Figure 3.2: Board Drawing of silicon photomultiplier array, dotted lines show the centres of
rows and columns

column, numbered one through 16 on a single card.

The parameters of the photodetector are as defined in the following figure. Since only

the total row and column information is used, the centre of the array has been assigned as

the origin (0,0) for convenience, and the only centre of each row and column position is

needed as shown in Figure 3.2 (b).

The binary file is then analysed by a parser to retrieve the relevant information from the

event signal pulse. The primary motive is to sort all incoming events, as received by the

SiPM, by timestamp and to integrate the incoming pulse for amplitude and thus interaction

intensity. Event data is clustered by time stamp ensuring each event is information from

scintillation photons associated with the same initial gamma photon interacting with the

scintillator.
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Some recorded events can be from scattering in the scintillator crystal, and will then

have a lower energy. A histogram for the total sums from rows and columns is analyzed as

they should be proportional to the energy deposition within the scintillator. Each entry is

the sum of energies of and a cutoff is decided at ≈ 500 keV, so as to not consider scattered

photons as seen in Figure 3.3 below. Thus each flood histogram will consider the same data

points and will consist of 1.1 million events.

Figure 3.3: Sample Data Cuts

3.2 Data Analysis

For the analysis of all four algorithms data will be analysed within a given time stamp,

such that all information will correspond to a single photon event. For each event the pulse

integral of row / column of the photomultiplier array, which is proportional as the number

of scintillation photons that are detected, and the centre of the rows and columns of the

array, as defined in Figure 3.1.

Standard Centre of Gravity

For the centre of gravity, the analysis is rather straightforward once you have the event

data sorted by time. The row and column, x and y arbitrarily, coordinates of each event are

found using the standard centre-of-gravity formula and filled into a histogram using ROOT.

Since only total row and column amplitudes are known, the applied equations are:

x =
Σ8

j=1Pj × j
Σ8

j=1Pj
(3.1)
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y = Σ8
i=1Pi × i
Σ8

i=1Pi
(3.2)

Intensity Weighted Centre of Gravity

For the intensity position weighted centre of gravity, the analysis is similar but row and

column amplitudes are squared in each calculated such that equations (2.1) and (2.2) can

be rewritten as:

x =
Σ8

j=1P
n
j × j

Σ8
j=1P

2
j

(3.3)

y = Σ8
i=1P

n
i × i

Σ8
i=1P

2
i

(3.4)

Where the weighting factor has been adjusted to various powers of the amplitude,

w(i, j) = P
(
i,jn− 1), and using powers of n = 1.2,1.3,1.5,2.

Iterative Weighted Centre of Gravity

Similarly, a weighting factor is simply multiplied to the iterative weighted centre of gravity

case. Since analysis is happening per row and column as opposed to each individual pixel,

each row/column does not have an associated column/row. The weighting factor defined in

equation (2.7) assumes data from a photodetector array, and thus is formatted as a matrix.

As a result, the Gaussian weight factor was rewritten from the original to the following.

w(i, j) = e− (j−xold)2+(i−yold)2

sσ2 = e− (j−xold)2

sσ2 × e− (i−yold)2

sσ2 (3.5)

Allowing equations (1.5) and (1.6) to be simplified to:

x =
Σ8

i=1e
− (i−yold)2

2mσ2 × Σ8
j=1e

− (j−xold)2

2mσ2 × Pj × j

Σ8
i=1e

− (i−yold)2

2mσ2 × Σ8
j=1e

− (j−xold)2

2mσ2 × Pj

= x =
Σ8

j=1e
− (j−xold)2

2mσ2 × Pj × j

Σ8
j=1e

− (j−xold)2

2mσ2 × Pj

(3.6)

y =
Σ8

j=1e
− (j−xold)2

2mσ2 × Σ8
i=1e

− (i−yold)2

2mσ2 × Pi × i

Σ8
j=1e

− (j−xold)2

2mσ2 × Σ8
i=1e

− (i−yold)2

2mσ2 × Pi

= y = Σ8
i=1e

− (i−yold)2

2mσ2 × Pi × i

Σ8
i=1e

− (i−yold)2

2mσ2 × Pi

(3.7)
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The implementation of this algorithm was of that described by Liu et al (2013). First

an initial estimate is made of the position coordinates using the standard centre of gravity

formulas (equations (2.1),(2,2)), xold and yold. The standard deviation (σ) is defined as

the standard deviation of the Gaussian function centred on these coordinate estimates and

remains constant throughout iterations and recalculated for each event, and m will be

different multiples of sigma used.

For comparison and then the same position is recalculated using the refined intensity

weighted formulas above, xnew and ynew . The difference (d2) is calculated between the two

coordinates as

d2 = (xnew − xold)2 + (ynew − yold)2 (3.8)

A value of dmin is defined as
√

(xnew − xold)2 + (ynew − yold)2 to be ≈ 1 % of the

distance between two adjacent SiPM crystals, which is approximately 6.35mm for this design.

While d2 > d2
min the values for xnew and ynew are recalculated by defining xold and yold as

xnew and ynew respectively. This process reiterates until the calculated xnew and ynew are

accepted as the position coordinates for the given timestamp when d2 < d2
min.

Further suggested by Liu et al (2013) is that the quality of the flood histogram can change

by allowing a dynamic standard deviation (σ) during the iteration to accommodate different

light dispersion patterns. To explore, six different multiples of the standard deviation will

be used, m = 1/
√

2, 1,
√

2, 2, 3 on a calculated σ. The standard deviation is dynamic as it is

the Gaussian function centred on these coordinate estimates, and recalculated for each new

event as defined by:

σ =
√

Σ(xi − µ)2

N
(3.9)

Gaussian Mixture Model

The Gaussian mixture model was much more difficult to model, and as a result remains

incomplete. There were two different implementations of the same logic in both c++ and

python, however the result could still not be achieved. As a result the remainder of this

report will focus on variations of the centre of gravity models and its results.

Success of the algorithm is measured by whether the resulting flood histogram can

produce the appropriate number of crystals in the correct positions.





4. Results

4.1 Flood Histogram Results

For a single scintillator array, results are generated using the standard centre of gravity

model, the intensity weighted centre of gravity, and the iterative position weighted centre of

gravity for the same data set of approximately 1 million events. An ideal flood histogram

would be able to categorize the events into 1369 clusters, organized as a 37 x 37 array as

shown in Figure 2.4. Accuracy of the flood histograms will correlate to positioning of the fore

mentioned clusters identical to the crystal centres of the scintillator array used. Precision of

the algorithm will manifest in the density of the clusters, and reduction of noise.

Standard Centre of Gravity

The standard centre of gravity algorithm is able to determine the centre of the scintillator

pixels fairly well, however the image is quite noisy and it is difficult to identify clusters

in the upper hand corners. Density of events in the upper half may be due to the source

positioning not being absolutely centred relative to the detector. The determined centres do

not reconstruct centres from a linear array as the clusters on the flood histogram are not

even distances apart, rather indicates a wavy grid.

Figure 4.1: Standard Centre of Gravity Flood Histogram

In the centre of gravity formula, information from all columns and rows is treated with

equal importance regardless of the signal intensity and signal-to-noise ratio. Although the

significance of noise has been attempted to be eliminated by the certain data restrictions

(as described in Chapter 3), this contributed is very obvious for highly pixelated arrays like

19
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the one used here. Different weighting factors, such as the one’s discussed in the following

sections aim to increase accuracy by prioritizing information from columns and rows with

high intensity; weighting factors reduce consideration of photodetector arrays with little

illumination from scintillation light.

Furthermore, grid lines corresponding to the space between crystals in the SiPM array

are seen in the histogram. This is error indicates excessive noise in the electronics as the

strips between the photodetector crystals are inactive and thus event scintillation photons

cannot be detected there.

Effect of Power in the Intensity Weighted Centre of Gravity

The raised to the power intensity weighted centre of gravity algorithm determines position

with a larger consideration to rows and columns with higher event count(signal intensity).

As the power of the function increases, the consideration of weakly illuminated rows and

columns decreases. Theoretically, increasing the power of the weighting factor, as described

in Poladyan et al (2019), results in better event positioning shown in flood histograms,

however for this arrangement of detectors lower powers of the weighting factor are better in

position determination.

The flood histograms for fractional powers of the weighting factor (Figure 4.2) are able to

produce histograms with defined clusters associated with the centre of the scintillator crystals.

However the position of the clusters is not evenly distributed and the rows and columns

of the scintillator array are reconstructed as wavy rather than straight. As the fractional

power increases, the noise in the flood histogram decreases. However the inaccuracy of the

position determination of the scintillator crystal centres increases with the fractional power,

as seen in the uneven distribution of clusters in comparison between n = 1.1 and n = 1.5,

especially in the lower half of the histogram. Overall, increasing fractional powers of the

weighting factor does increase crystal resolvablity at the expense of incorrect crystal centre

positioning, as the clusters are more defined but incorrectly positioned with respect to the

anticipated scintillator centers.
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Figure 4.2: Intensity Weighted Centre of Gravity Flood Histograms (n<1)

The intensity of the grid lines in the flood histograms in Figure 4.3 increases with the

power of the weighting factor. Grid lines correspond to excessive noise in the electronics, as

discussed in the above section. Since the grid lines are more prevalent in higher powers of

the algorithm, this suggests that the rows and columns are illuminated less in comparison,

which is not possible as area between crystals is inactive.

Figure 4.3: Intensity Weighted Centre of Gravity Flood Histograms (n>1)

All of the flood histograms produced using the intensity weighted centre of gravity

algorithm have crisp edges and are correctly able to position all events on the scintillator

array.
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Overall, for the intensity weighted centre of gravity, the best crystal identification

was achieved by considering a weighting factor with the power n = 1.2 which minimized

positioning distortion as seen significantly in higher powers(n > 1.3), but was able to cluster

the positions better than the n = 1.1.

Effect of Gaussian Width σ

When the standard deviation is large we expect that the exponential weighting factor will

reduce to one, and the flood histogram should reduce to the standard centre of gravity model.

Values of sigma that are too small are also avoided as the weighting factor over attenuates

and will excessively consider the strongest SiPM values. Due to noise in the setup this will

result in flood histograms similar to that of Figure 4.3. Thus weighting factors were chosen

to avoid that.

Figure 4.4: Iterative Weighted Centre of Gravity Flood Histogram

For the iterative centre of gravity model, it is more difficult to determine which factor of

the Gaussian width σ is able to construct a flood histogram with better position determination.

The flood histograms in Figure 4.4 do have grid lines corresponding to the space between

SiPM array crystals, however their intensity does not increase noticeably with a larger

weighting factor, which is inversely proportional to m.
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4.2 Comparison of all Centre of Gravity Models

(a) Standard Centre of Gravity (b) Intensity Weighted Centre of Gravity

(c) Iterative Centre of Gravity

The intensity weighted model is able to cluster events better than the others however it

generally appears to distort the position of the centres more as well. For a power of (n = 1.2)

the flood histogram shows position determination inconsistent with the other two models

as there is an obvious bias towards the array edges, although with more defined position

clusters.

The iterative weighted model is able to cluster events better than the standard model

while maintaining the same estimate of scintillator crystal centres. It is harder to determine

whether the iterative centre of gravity model offers significant difference to the intensity

weighted centre of gravity as the difference in position determinance is to insignificant to be

seen on a flood histogram.

None of the models are able to create clusters on the flood histogram are consistently

evenly spaced with respect to the expected scintillator centres.





5. Conclusion and Future Outlook

The purpose of this study was to determine which position determining algorithms are best

suited PET block detectors consisting of a 37× 37 pixelated LYSO:Ce (Lutetium Yttrium

Orthosilicate doped with Cerium) scintillator array coupled to a 8× 8 ARRAYJ6003564

photodetector array via an acrylic light guide of thickness 2.5 mm.

Two different variation of the standard centre of gravity model, an intensity weighted

centre of gravity model and an iterative position weighted centre of gravity model are

developed and applied to create flood histograms for data acquired from a SiPM detector

array.

Flood histograms are generated by the position determining algorithms to illustrate

their estimate of scintillator crystal positions. The resolution of PET images relies on the

ability to determine the scintillator crystal of interaction based only on information from the

coupled photodetector. Therefore, generated flood histograms with least amount of noise,

and clusters corresponding to the centres of the scintillator crystal will be best for imaging

later on.

The weighting factors in both the intensity weighted centre of gravity model and the

iterative position-weighted centre of gravity model are used to prioritize stronger SiPM

signals. Reducing consideration of rows and columns with poor scintillation light should

further reduce geometric distortion and increase precision of centre identification of the

scintillator crystals.

However consideration of a larger weighting factors, in either variation of the centre of

gravity model, was not consistently able reduce geometric distortion and increase precision

of crystal identification better than the standard model. Higher weighting factors in the

intensity weighted centre of gravity were able to cluster data more strongly in addition to a

position bias towards edges of the photodetector array, especially for whole number powers

greater than one. A fractional power of n = 1.2 is able to cluster events better than the

other models, but does not offer better position determination.

Application of the iterative position-weighted centre of gravity model created histograms

with slightly better clustering than the centre of gravity model, but the position determination

25
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of the scintillator crystals was consistent to the standard centre of gravity model.

None of the flood histograms were able to increase precision of centre identification of

the scintillator crystals compared to that in the standard model.

Based on the data evaluated in this project it is difficult to say whether the intensity

weighted and iterative position weighted centre of gravity models are able to present a

significant improvement to the standard centre of gravity based on evaluation of the flood

histograms alone.

Since the resulting flood histograms are so similar, it might be useful to consider other

means of evaluating the position determinance of the models such as considering the

resolvability index on the histograms. Additionally, it may be worthwhile to finish applying

the Gaussian mixture model analysis as it may be able to produce different and more

desirable results. Since they are an iterative clustering model they should, ideally, be able to

produce histograms with less noise and more precise cluster positions. Different clustering

models should also be considered if possible.

This project intends to find the best position determining algorithm for this configuration

of detectors. Implementation into current detectors to be used for imaging is the ultimate

goal, although there are evidently still many steps to be taken before the final stage can be

reached.
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